INTRODUCTION
The notion of multi-valued contraction was first introduced and studied w x by Nadler 13 . Since then various well known results on fixed points were extended to multi-valued mappings which generally associate each point of Ž . the metric space X, d to a closed subset of X. w x Realizing that most of the maps are nonself, Assad and Kirk 2 gave sufficient conditions for such mappings to ensure the fixed point by proving a result on multi-valued contractions in complete metrically conw x vex spaces which were extended to generalized contractions by Itoh 8 . w x w x Khan 11 also extended the results of Itoh 8 to a pair of multi-valued mappings.
While proving results on the common fixed point of mappings and multi-valued mappings one often requires either commutativity or some w x weak conditions of commutativity which can be seen in 1, 3᎐7, 10, 14, 17 . w x w x Here using such conditions of Hadzic and Gajic 5 and Hadzic 6 , we prove theorems on the common fixed point of mappings and multi-valued w x mappings which in turn generalize results due to Assad and Kirk 2 , Itoh w x w x w x 8 , Rus 15 , Khan 11 , and many others.
PRELIMINARIES

Ž
. w x For a metric space X, d , the following are borrowed from Nadler 13 .
Ž .
Ž . Ä 4 I CB X s A : A is a non-empty bounded closed subset of X ; Ž . Ä 4 Ž . Ä C X s A : A is a non-empty compact subset of X ; BN X s A : A is 4 a non-empty bounded subset of X . 
Ž . II For
F, T and G, S are weakly commuting pairs. 
Ž . iv T and S are continuous on K, then there exists a point z in K such that z s Sz s Tz
Since p g ␦ K : TK, there exists a point x g K such that p s Tx and so
Let y g Fx be such that
Ä 4 Thus repeating the above arguments, we obtain two sequences x and
P. 1 If Tx g P then y / Tx and we have Tx g ␦ K which implies
We distinguish the following cases.
2 n 2 n y 1 2 n 2 n q 1 2 n y 1 2n
2 n 2 n q 1 2 n 2 n q 1 2 n 2 n q 1 and it follows from Case I that
proceeding as in Case I, we have
2
Ž .
Combining the above two inequalities, we obtain
Thus, if we denote z s Tx , z s Sx , we have 
2 n 2 n y 1 2 n y 1 2ny 1 2 n y 1 2n
Ž .
2 n 2 n q 1 2 n y 1 2n
The preceding inequality reduces to
n k
Further since y g Fx l K and Tx g K, the weak commutativ-
Now, in order to show that Sz s z, consider
2 n y 1 2 n y 1 2n
2 n y 1 k and on letting k ª ϱ, we get
which implies that Sz s z.
To show that z s Tz, consider
Ž . 
Ä 4
Proof. Proceeding as in Theorem 3.1, we get a Cauchy sequence z n Ä 4 converging to a point z in K. Consequently, the subsequences z s
which together with the compatibility of G, S gives that
and since G is H-continuous and S is continuous, on letting k ª ϱ, we get
which implies that Sz g Gz as Gz is closed. To show that Tz g Fz, we know from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that lim y s z and lim Ty s Tz.
Ž . As every Banach space is metrically convex, the following result for single-valued mappings is immediate. 
Thus f is continuous on the compact set K. 
2 n 2 n y 1 which on letting n ª ϱ, yields
Implying thereby z s Tz.
Thus we have shown that z s Tz s Sz g Fz l Gz which completes the proof.
w x
Remark. For S s T s I , we get Theorem 3.4 of Khan 11 . Ž . w x w x Ž . Note that F X s 0, 1r3 : 0, 1 s T X . Since FTx s TFx for all x Ä 4 hence F, T is a weakly commuting pair. A routine calculation verifies Ž . that F is a generalized T contraction pair of K into CB X for suitable ␣, ␤, and ␥. Thus all the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and 0 is the unique common fixed point of F and T. w x However, the contractive condition of Hadzic 6 does not hold otherwise for x s 0 and 0 -y F 1 one should get y F ky 1 q 2 y which implies 1 F k, as y ª 0, contradicting the fact that k -1.
